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ABSTRACT
Modern information access systems extensively use personalization, automatically filtering and/or ranking content based on the
user profile, to guide users to the most relevant material. However,
this can also lead to unwanted effects such as the “filter bubble."
We present an interactive demonstration system, designed as an
educational and research tool, which imitates a search engine, personalizing the search results returned for a query based on the
user’s characteristics. The system can be tailored to suit any type of
audience and context, as well as enabling the collection of responses
and interaction data.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Search interfaces; Personalization;
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools;
• Social and professional topics → User characteristics.
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PROBLEM SPACE

Modern information retrieval systems have long parted ways with
a “one size fits all approach." Instead, results are tailored based on
the system’s model of the user’s characteristics. Extensive personalization of results is typically realized through an automated process
of filtering and/or re-ordering of candidate results, based on user
data that may be explicitly shared or implicitly inferred through
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Figure 1: The search results section (Page 3).
user metadata or interactions. Such personalization enhances the
user experience, providing access to content that is likely more
relevant to her interests and needs. However, it may also lead to
over-personalization, and the undesired effect known as the “filter
bubble," in which the user is over-exposed to information tailored
to her perspective, and under-exposed to alternative information.

1.1

Previous work

Research has shown that many users are either largely unaware
of the algorithmic filtering/reordering on the platforms they frequently use [3, 7] or may hold very different beliefs about how
they work [8]. Personalization processes within information access systems, which automatically filter information based on user
characteristics, can limit the exposure to diverse content and create “filter bubbles" [6]. Many tools have been created to measure,
mitigate, or warn against over-personalization [1, 2, 4, 5, 9]. However, these tools often require download and/or track the user’s
online actions. Therefore, they are not suitable for teaching a group
of people simultaneously (e.g., in a training context), and may be
avoided altogether by individuals due to their user data tracking.

1.2

Our solution

We propose an interactive demonstration system, which imitates
a search engine that personalizes search results based on a user
model it has constructed from various types of information. The
demo has an “Explicit" and an “Implicit" mode, using explicit and
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implicit user modeling, respectively. The “Explicit" mode uses basic
information given actively by the user, such as gender and age. The
“Implicit" mode uses information inferred from the wording of the
query, such as the first language of the user (implying their location,
cultural background, etc.) or the adjectives/adverbs they’ve used
(implying their goals or attitudes). In addition, the search results
may be images presented in a grid, or websites presented as a list.
All of these options, including the ability to add research questions
at three different points in the search experience, can be modified
in the administrative (admin) panel that accompanies the demo.
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USER WALKTHROUGH & FEATURES

Page 1: Introduction In the “Explicit" mode, the information to
build the user model comes from questions on this first page regarding the user’s name, age, and gender. In the “Implicit" mode,
none of this information is collected or required for the functioning
of the demo. While the demo can be run for awareness as-is, there
is also an optional “research" mode that allows research-related
questions to be asked on this page as well.
Page 2: Topic selection The next page imitates the minimalist
home page of a commercial search engine, which is familiar to
most users given the dominance of Google in today’s search engine
market. The user is asked to select a query from a list, referred to as
a topic in the admin panel. In the “Explicit" mode, this page also has
a small badge describing the user’s profile in the top right corner.
Page 3: Search results The next page loads results based on
the “search query" (topic) selected by the user in the previous page.
Depending on the settings in the admin panel, the results may
come in the form of text (list of webpage titles, URLs, and snippets)
or image (photos in a grid). The links in the text results are nonfunctional. Similar to the previous page, the user’s own profile
badge is in the top right corner in the “Explicit" mode.
In both modes, there are a series of buttons (“variations") at the
bottom of the search results page. In the “Explicit" mode, these
imitate the user’s profile badge, but with different values. Similarly,
the “Implicit" mode has buttons which have a different search query
for the same topic; as an example, one topic is Cyprus and the
original query is the name in English (“Cyprus") while the variations
are in different languages (Greek, Turkish, and Russian). Clicking a
variation modifies the user model used to filter the results, updating
the text or images shown. After the user has explored at least one
variation, the button to go to the Explanation page is enabled.
Page 4: Explanation On this page, there are some different
explanations for the filter bubble effect, including: a short video
that demonstrates the filtering and reordering process with images,
an interactive section imitating the search results (allowing the user
to change the characteristics of the user profile and see the changes
immediately), and text with dynamic phrases that depend on the
user’s profile and topic. There are also some tips for understanding
and managing personal information given to a platform.
In the “research" mode, it is possible to enable a page with
research-related question between pages 3 and 4; this optional
page allows the researcher to gather responses after the experience
but before the user learns anything about the subject or goal of the
demo. There is also the option to put research-related questions at
the end of the Explanation page.
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2.1

Administrative Panel

The administrator (researcher) is able to modify topics as well as the
search results and variations for each topic/query. The researcher
may also modify questions, download responses, or export interactions with the demo (such as time spent on a page or images
clicked). For the user model in the “Explicit" mode, the researcher
can set a location for the user that imitates the IP address, which
can be identified without the user’s knowledge or consent.
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SUMMARY

We present an interactive demonstration system that emulates a
popular search engine, which can be used for both educational /
training and research purposes. The simple design of the system
was inspired by previous research findings, indicating the lack
of awareness of algorithmic filtering among “average" users of
information access systems. The system may be used to explain
different methods of personalization to users and to demonstrate the
dangers of over-personalization. The admin panel that accompanies
the demo allows the administrator to maximize the awareness by
modifying the demo to fit any context and audience. In addition,
the demo can simultaneously be used by researchers to conduct
studies, as data collection is facilitated. In the future, we intend to
use the demo to study the existing awareness of filter bubbles as
well as the effectiveness of this demo in increasing comprehension
and/or awareness of filter bubbles.
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